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Scoring Schemes

Recall that an alignment score is aimed at providing a scale 
to measure the degree of similarity (or difference) 
between two sequences and thus make it possible to 
quickly distinguish among the many subtly different 
alignments that can be generated for any two sequences 

Scoring schemes contain two separate elements: 

the first assigns a value to a pair of aligned residues 

the second assigns penalties to gaps 



Deriving a Substitution Matrix

The alignment score attempts to measure the likelihood of 
a common evolutionary ancestor 

To achieve this mathematically, we consider the alignment 
of two residues from two sequences under two 
“competing” models: a random model, R, and a match (non-
random, evolutionary) model, M



The Random Model (R)

All sequences are assumed to be random selections from a 
given pool of residues, with every position in the sequence 
totally independent of every other 

Thus for a protein sequence, if the proportion of amino acid 
type a in the pool is pa, this fraction will be reproduced in 
the amino acid composition of the protein 

In this model, the probability of residue a being aligned 
with residue b is simply papb



The Match Model (M)

Sequences are related, due to an evolutionary process, and 
there is a high correlation between aligned residues 

The probability of occurrence of particular residues thus 
depends not on the pool of available residues, but on the 
residue at the equivalent position in the sequence of the 
common ancestor 

In this model, the probability of residue a being aligned 
with residue b is qa,b, where the actual values of qa,b depend 
on the properties of the evolutionary process



The Odds Ratio

So, we have P(a,b|R)=papb and P(a,b|M)=qa,b 

These two models can be compared by taking the odds ratio 
qa,b/papb 

If this ratio is greater than 1, the match model is more 
likely to have produced the alignment of these residues



The Odds Ratio
The odds ratio for the entire alignment is taken as the 
product of the odds ratios for the different positions
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where u ranges over all positions in the alignment



The Log-odds Ratio
It is frequently more practical to deal with sums rather 
than products, especially when small numbers are involved 

This can be achieved by taking logarithms of the odds ratio 
to give the log-odds ratio. 

This ratio can be summed over all positions of the 
alignment to give S, the score of the alignment:

where sa,b is the substitution matrix element associated 
with the alignment of residue types a and b
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The Log-odds Ratio
A positive value of sa,b means that the probability of those 
two residues being aligned is greater in the match model 
than in the random model 

The converse is true for negative sa,b values 

S is a measure of the relative likelihood of the whole 
alignment arising due to the match model as compared 
with the random model  

However, a positive S is not a sufficient test of the 
alignment’s significance (more on the significance of scores 
later)   



PAM Scoring Matrices
It is strongly argued that the scoring matrices are best developed based on 
experimental data, thus reflecting the kind of relationships occurring in 
nature 

The first scoring matrices developed from known data were the PAM 
matrices 

Point accepted mutations matrix, derived by Dayhoff et al. 

Dayhoff et al. estimated the substitution probabilities by using known 
mutational histories (mutation here means substitution) 

34 protein superfamilies were used, divided into 71 groups of near 
homologous sequences (>85% identity to reduce the number of 
superimposed mutations) and a phylogenetic tree was constructed for 
each group (including the inference of the most likely ancestral sequences 
at each internal node)  



PAM Scoring Matrices

Then, the accepted point mutations on each edge were 
estimated 

A mutation is accepted if it is accepted by the species 

This usually means that the new amino acid must have the 
same effect (must function in a similar way) as the old one, 
which usually requires strong physio-chemical similarity, 
dependent on how critical the position of the amino acid is



PAM Scoring Matrices

Let τ be a time interval of evolution, measured in numbers of 
mutations per residue 

Dayhoff’s procedure used the following steps: 
1. Divide the set of sequences into groups of similar sequences, and make a multiple alignment of each 

group 

2. Construct phylogenetic trees for each group, and estimate the mutations on the edges 

3. Define an evolutionary model to explain the evolution 

4. Construct substitution matrices (the substitution matrix for an evolutionary interval τ given for 
each pair (a,b) of residues an estimate for the probability of a to mutate to b in a time interval τ) 

5. Construct scoring matrices from the substitution matrices



The Evolutionary Model
The evolutionary model used has the following assumption: the 
probability of a mutation in one position of a sequence is only dependent 
on which amino acid is in that position 

It is  
independent of position and neighbor residues, and 

independent of previous mutations in the position 

The biological clock is also assumed, which means that the rate of 
mutations is constant over time 

Hence, the time of evolution can be measured by the number of 
mutations observed in a certain number of residues 

This is measured in point accepted mutations (PAMs), and 1 PAM means 
one accepted mutation per 100 residues



Calculating the Substitution 
Matrix

The substitution matrix is calculated by observing the number of 
accepted mutations in the constructed phylogenetic trees (1572 in the 
first experiment)



Calculating the Substitution 
Matrix

The task is then to calculate a value for the relation between the amino 
acids a and b in terms of mutations 

This is done by first estimating the probability that a will be replaced by 
b in a certain evolutionary time τ, and denote this by Mτab 

τ is measured in PAMs, and first we look at τ=1 (M1ab) 

When τ=1, the time specification is often omitted, and the probability 
denoted by Mab 

Note that Mab need not be equal to Mba  

Mab depends on (1) the probability that a mutates and (2) the probability 
that a mutates to b given that a mutates



Calculating the Substitution 
Matrix

The procedure can be described as follows 

1. Find all accepted mutations in the data. From this calculate fab (the number of 
mutations from a to b or b to a), fa (the total number of mutations that involve a), and 
f (the sum of fa for all a) 

2. Calculate the frequency pa for all a (this is the relative occurrence of amino acid a in 
the data) 

3. Calculate the relative mutability ma, which is a measure of the probability that a will 
mutate in the evolutionary time of interest. ma depends on fa (ma should increase with 
increasing fa) and pa (ma should decrease with increasing pa). Hence, ma can be defined 
as  ma=K fa / pa , where K is a constant (for the value of K, see the next slide) 

4. For determining Mab we can now use the facts that (a) the probability that a 
mutates (in time 1 PAM) is ma, and (b) the probability that a mutates to b, given that 
a mutates, is fab/fa. Therefore,  

• for a≠b,  Mab =  ma fab/fa 

• for a=b,  Maa = 1 -  ma



The Constant K
The probability that an arbitrary mutation contains a is fa/(f/2) 

The probability that it is from a is (since fab=fba) is 1/2 (fa/(f/2))= fa/f  

Among 100 residues there are 100pa occurrences of a, hence the 
probability for any one of these to mutate is   
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• As a check, we can find expected number of mutations per 100 
residues 
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Matrices for General 
Evolutionary Times

Due to the independence properties of the model (Markov model), 
Mz, for an arbitrary evolutionary time z, can be computed as M 
raised to the power z (matrix M multiplied by itself z times)





Substitution Matrices 
These matrices tell how many mutations have been accepted, but not the 
percentage of residues that have mutated: some may have mutated more than 
once, others not at all 

Suppose two sequences q and d have evolutionary distance τ (τ mutations per 
100 residues have occurred in the transition from the ancestral sequence, say 
q, to the derived one, d) 

With  
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we find how many residues on average are different per 100 residues





Obtaining a Scoring Matrix

So far we have obtained a substitution matrix, but not a 
scoring matrix 

Using the log-odds ratio, we need to divide the probability 
under the match model (given by the substitution matrix) by 
the probability under the random model 

Sab = log
Mab

pb



PAM120



BLOSUM Scoring Matrices

In the Dayhoff model, the scoring values are derived from 
protein sequences with at least 85% identity 

Alignments are, however, most often performed on 
sequences of less similarity, and the scoring matrices for 
use in these cases are calculated from the 1 PAM matrix 

Henikoff and Henikoff (1992) have therefore developed 
scoring matrices based on known alignments of more 
diverse sequences



BLOSUM Scoring Matrices
They take a group of related proteins and produce a set of 
blocks representing this group, where a block is defined as 
an ungapped region of aligned amino acids 

An example of two blocks is
K I F I M K
N L F K T R
K I F K T K
K L F E S R
K I F K G R

G D E V K
G D S K K
G D P K A
G D A E R
G D A A K



BLOSUM Scoring Matrices

The Henikoffs used over 2000 blocks in order to derive 
their scoring matrices 

For each column in each block they counted the number of 
occurrences of each pair of amino acids, when all pairs of 
segments were used 

Then the frequency distribution of all 210 different pairs 
of amino acids were found 

A block of length w from an alignment of m sequences 
makes (wm(m-1))/2 pairs of amino acids



BLOSUM Scoring Matrices
We define 

hab as the number of occurrences of the amino acid pair (ab) 
(note that hab=hba) 

T as the total number of pairs in the alignment 
T =

!

c
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hce, c, e ∈ M

where ≥ is interpreted as a total ordering over the amino 
acids

• fab=hab/T (the frequency of observed pairs)



BLOSUM Scoring Matrices
Example
K I F I M K
N L F K T R
K I F K T K
K L F E S R
K I F K G R

G D E V K
G D S K K
G D P K A
G D A E R
G D A A K

hKR=6 
hKK=1 
hRR=3

For the two blocks: hKR=9; there are 110 pairs 
Hence: fKR=9/110



Log-odds Matrix

For each pair (ab), the expected probability that they are 
aligned by chance, eab, must be calculated 

Then 
fab>eab, the observed frequency is higher than expected by chance, which 
indicates a biological relation between the amino acids a and b 

fab<eab, the observed frequency is less than expected by chance, which 
indicates a biological ‘aversion’ between the amino acids a and b 

fab=eab, which indicates biological neutrality between the amino acids a 
and b



Log-odds Matrix
To calculate the expected number of occurrences of the amino acid pairs, assume that 
the observed frequencies are equal to the frequencies in the actual population 

From this the expected probability that a specific amino acid a is in a pair can be 
calculated:  

the number of residues in the considered data is 2T 

amino acid a occurs 2haa+∑e≠ahae times 

amino acid a occurs with a frequency of 
pa =

2haa +
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• Suppose now that all pairs are separated, and that new pairs are drawn according to the 
observed frequencies; we get eaa=papa and eab=2papb (a≠b) 

• In order to obtain the log-odds matrix we need to calculate the ratio between the observed 
and the expected frequencies for each amino acid pair 

• This is simply fab/eab, and working with the logarithm of the odds, we take 

Rab = log2

fab

eab



Developing Scoring Matrices for 
Different Evolutionary Distances

When comparing two sequences q and d with an 
evolutionary distance X, one should use segment pairs 
corresponding to this distance for constructing an 
appropriate scoring matrix 

For developing a matrix for an X% identity (if we take 
identity to reflect evolutionary distance), similar blocks 
with X or higher percentage identity are grouped into one 
group, and treated as one segment



Developing Scoring Matrices for 
Different Evolutionary Distances
The procedure for developing a BLOSUM X matrix 
1. Collect a set of multiple alignments 

2. Find the blocks 

3. Group the segments with an X% identity  

4. Count the occurrences of all pairs of amino acids 

5. Develop the matrix, as explained before 

• BLOSUM-62 is often used as the standard for ungapped alignments 

• For gapped alignments, BLOSUM-50 is more often used



BLOSUM-62



Comparing BLOSUM and PAM 
Matrices

The basis for constructing the two sets of matrices is 
different 

BLOSUM matrices with a low percentage correspond to 
PAM matrices for large evolutionary distances 

By use of relative entropy, it can be found that PAM250 
corresponds to BLOSUM-45 and PAM160 corresponds to 
BLOSUM-62, and PAM120 corresponds to BLOSUM-80



Comparing BLOSUM and PAM 
Matrices

When comparing sequences it is always a question of 
which PAM or BLOSUM matrix to use, especially when the 
evolutionary distance between the sequences is unknown 

Different studies have concluded that for the PAM 
matrices it is generally best to try PAM40, PAM120, and 
PAM250 

When used for local alignments, lower PAM matrices find 
short local alignments, but higher PAM matrices find 
longer but weaker local alignments



Comparing BLOSUM and PAM 
Matrices

Often a quick alignment is done first (using, for example, 
the identity scoring matrix), the evolutionary distance 
estimated, and the corresponding scoring matrix used 

However, several different matrices should be used, and 
the alignment that is judged to be evolutionarily the most 
accurate should be chosen



Scoring Matrices for 
Nucleotide Sequences

The same techniques as those just described can be applied 
to nucleotides, although often simple scoring schemes such 
as +5 for a match and -4 for a mismatch are used 



Gap Penalty Models

A scoring scheme is required for insertions and deletions in 
alignments, as they are common evolutionary events 

The simplest method is to assign a gap penalty g on 
aligning any residue with a gap; that is, g=-E for a positive 
number E 

If the gap is ngap residues long, then this linear gap penalty 
is defined as g(ngap) = -ngapE



Gap Penalty Models

The observed preference for fewer and longer gaps can be 
modeled by using a higher penalty to initiate a gap (the gap 
opening penalty, or GOP, designated I) and then a lower 
penalty to extend an existing gap (the gap extension 
penalty, or GEP, designated E) 

This leads to the affine gap penalty forumla                     
g(ngap)=-I-(ngap-1)E 

Typical ranges of the parameters for protein alignment are 
7-15 for I and 0.5-2 for E



Gap Penalty Models

Very high gap penalty results in 
gaps only at beginning and end, 
and 10%  sequence identity

Very low gap penalty results in 
many more gaps, and 18% 
sequence identity


